ACCESSORIES 1 - Hydraulic fluid level and pressure checks
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HYDRAULIC FLUID REPLACEMENT BOTTLE
ref RH
Temporarily and quickly connected it enables to replenish
the reservoir of the pumps with the best possible conditions
of cleanliness thereby avoiding any risk of pollution of the
fluid and of the environment.
The built-in quick coupler either CM7 (male) or CF7 (female)
must mate the coupler installed on the pump, see correct
bottle reference in the selector table below
Capacity : 0.7 litre.
Ref. of the hydraulic fluid : TOTAL EQUIVIS ZS 15

VERIFICATION KIT
Is composed of the following parts arranged in a sturdy
polyethylene carrying case :
-a two-litre can filled with TOTAL EQUIVIS ZS 15 fluid .
-the above mentionned fluid replacement bottle, ref RH .
-a pressure gauge ( manometer )
-a two-metre long flexible hose for the KIT-VERIF-3 only ,
since the flexible hoses concerning PICOUP-3 on the picker
as well as on the cable cutter cannot be disconnected, refer
to the selector herebelow,:........

Reference (*)

Designation(**)

RECHARGE-HUILE-1

RH bottle with CM7 coupler matching the CF7 one of the
MOS Pump
RH bottle with CF7 coupler matching the CM7 of PICOUP-2
and HYDROPIC
RH bottle with FH200 flexible hose with CF7 coupler
matching PICOUP-3

RECHARGE-HUILE-2
RECHARGE-HUILE-3
KIT-VERIF-1
KIT-VERIF-2
KIT-VERIF-3

RECHARGE-HUILE-1 plus BH2L plus pressure gauge
suitable for MOS Pump
RECHARGE-HUILE-2 plus BH2L plus pressure gauge
SUITABLE for PICOUP-2 and HYDROPIC
RECHARGE-HUILE-3 plus BH2L plus pressure gauge,
suitable for PICOUP-3

Important notes:
(*) When ordering please use strictly the very reference indicated : eg : RECHARGE-HUILE-3 .
(**) all parts spelled as components of a given reference are arranged in the polyethylene carrying case mentionned above.
BH2L is..............
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